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Home is Where the Heart is

S

cott Harris,
Chief
Operating
Officer and
Co-Founder
of Building
Construction
Group, took
apart his family’s
appliances when he was a child just to see how they
worked and he would rebuild them for fun. He’s
been building and creating since he was five years
old...it was an innate calling, he says. “I like to take
a piece of something that was nothing and make
it into something.” All those years of tinkering
has finally paid off, and now he has helped turn
Building Construction Group into one of the most
well-respected construction companies in Los
Angeles. In a nutshell, they build uber-amazing
homes.
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“A home heals you… a home
should be your haven… it’s a
place to go to when you’re
happy and when you’re sad...
It’s YOUR environment. Not
just a place to hang your
hat, but a place to heal your
heart.”
Another of Scott’s great accomplishments, in collaboration
with the well sought after Architect, William Hefner AIA,
is the construction of the home for Ed Begley Jr. and his
wife Rachelle Carson. The LEED Platinum, self-sustaining
home is one of the greenest houses ever built in North
America according to a report by CBS. Every feature is not
only green, but also unique down to the fly ash foundation
and the 10,000 gallon, underground rainwater tank.
The construction of this home brought back childhood
construction challenges to Scott, who was faced with the
creation of building a new, 3,900 square foot residence
for Ed Begley, who wanted a self-sustaining home, while
Rachelle wanted something that resembled an authentic,
1920s Mediterranean revival piece.

Scott has worked alongside some of the world’s most
influential architects and designers and is deemed as
one of L.A.’s go-to experts, and he is known for turning
building into an art form. During his FOCUS TV
interview, he told me that he hasn’t built his favorite
project yet, because he is always anticipating what is
next. He did tell me that one of his most fun projects was
constructing a home for actor Kevin James and his wife,
Steffiana De La Cruz. He said that dreaming up ideas
everyday with the James family was like being on “design
acid.” That being said, it must have been a very good trip,
because Scott describes the features of the James’ home as
some of the most elegant things he had ever built.

When you ask Scott what his definition of a home is, he
will tell you, “A home heals you… a home should be your
haven… it’s a place to go to when you’re happy and when
you’re sad, it’s a place you can go to become happy. It’s a
place where your friends and family can come together.
It’s YOUR environment. Not just a place to hang your
hat, but a place to heal your heart.” These are clearly the
words of a man who is deep, intelligent and insightful with
a big heart of his own. He will discuss the gravitational
pull of the earth and magnetic fields to explain how a
home, positioned correctly can make you feel better. Trust
me, you will never look at your home the same after a
discussion with Scott. If I were ever lucky enough to build
a dream home, I would trust that Scott Harris would do
the job of making it a home where the heart could thrive.
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Step 1

The Constructional Chef

Make friends with your local
butcher and have them set
aside a prime boneless, or
bone-in, beef rib roast. If you
buy the entire cut, it should
be between 18-25 pounds
and it will be in a shrink-wrap
package. Yes. You will be
making a lot of friends when
it’s done since this will serve
8-10 guests!

Step 2
Remove the rib roast from the
packaging, rinse, and pat dry
with paper towels. Do not trim,
salt or season it all! The more
fat cap it has, the better it will
cure! It acts like a rind on an
amazing cheese, or the cork
in your wine bottle. Find a

quiet place in your refrigerator
If your refrigerator already
has a rack, great..set it on the
clean rack. If it doesn’t, set
it on a rack over a backing
sheet. The goal is, to get
as much airflow around it
as possible to let the drying
process begin.

Step 3
Refrigerate for at least 28
days, but I usually like it
closer to five weeks. What is
happening during this time,
is the natural enzymes are
breaking down the meat, and
the water content is reducing,
which concentrates the flavors
that become more and more
savory, (like a beef stew),
the longer it ages. [Yum! my
mouth is watering just thinking
of this!]

Step 4
Party time! Suddenly
friends will come out of the
woodwork! Take out the meat,
and with a large sharp knife,
ideally a fillet knife, shave off
and discard the hard, dried,
outer layer of the meat. Shave
away any dried areas of fat
too, but leave behind as much
of the good fat as possible.
I like to slice mine into 1 ½”
thick steaks. It’s the perfect
thickness to achieve my
favorite seared and blackened
outside, while it’s still super
juicy, moist and tender on the
inside. Whatever you don’t
use, I like to vacuum seal and
save it for later, but trust me,
it is SO good… it never lasts
long at our home!

Not only is Scott Harris a world-class builder, but he is also an exceptional chef and has
published many of his own recipes. He dry ages meat, makes his own salamis, and cures
salmon just for fun. Harris believes cooking and building are related as two of the three
fundamentals of life, the third being procreating. He tells Focus TV “You don’t need an
expensive kitchen to prepare food.” His most valued “tools of the trade” are his Japanese
knife, a great burner, a cast iron skillet and Korean sea salt.
Assuming most of us are unaware of how to dry age meat at home, I asked Scott to share
his instructions with the Focus Readers.
BY TAMBI SAFFRAN
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